What you get with your
membership at Demsoc

Demsoc is a membership
organisation that values its
members, and the diversity,
experience and passion that they
bring. Providing a membership for
Demsoc is our way of bringing
people together, to share
experiences and to enable
discussion and inspiration. It’s a
way of helping build the wider
democratic infrastructure we are
trying to build in Europe and
beyond.

Who is it for?
We are looking for a diverse group of
democracy enthusiasts reflecting our
values and passion for fair democracy, as
well as those may be new to the topic and
want to gain expertise, reflecting our
diversity at Demsoc. Or be passionate
professionals working in the sector that
want to network and hear what’s
happening at Demsoc. There are also
opportunities to work with us on joint
field-building activities and peer learning
sessions.
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Our Offer
Bi-annual formal events



An invitation to our annual Assemblée Générale / General Assembly
One 6 months after our General Assembly, to keep you informed on latest
developments and Demsoc’s strategy

Networking & regular gatherings








Informal setting, a way to chat with local Demsoc team members and get to know
other members
One yearly event in Brussels around the Assemblée Générale / General Assembly
Depending on your location and the number of members in your area, we will
organise local events (Madrid, Edinburg, Paris, Amsterdam, Berlin, Balkans,
Central Europe…)
Quarterly invitations to our practice group meetings
Opportunities to join our staff training

Communications






A bimonthly dedicated newsletter
A dedicated space to exchange (coming with website revamp)
Invitations to events we organise or where we participate
Opportunities to work with us around joint publications and research pieces
Opportunities to share about your work, area of focus, or job ads you want to
promote

How you can support our work by joining







Our development thinking around strategic and large bids for the democratic
ecosystem
Our thinking around our programmes strategies
Our thinking and our work on democratic infrastructure
Develop open commons licence tools and trainings with us
Get involved in our thinking on our large transformative projects, including
NetZeroCities, BeyondTheRules
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